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Like gold, advertisers find transparency so valuable because it is so

scarce.

A lack of transparency is media buyers’ greatest concern about

programmatic advertising, according to a Digiday poll. Meanwhile, a

2018 survey of advertisers by marketing consultancy ID Comms found

that agency-client trust levels hit a new low this past year.

The erosion of trust explains why “transparency” will be the most

important word in the ad industry this year, according to a survey of ad

execs by Advertiser Perceptions. And in a study from ad measurement

firm Integral Ad Science published in January, 63.3% of US agency

professionals and 59.7% of US brand professionals said that a lack of

transparency was a strong threat to their digital ad budgets in 2019.

The digital ad industry is in a crisis of trust.

Brand clients are auditing their agencies to verify transparency of their

business practices.

But agencies have pushed back against audits.

Agencies should embrace audits because they facilitate transparency

that brand clients demand.

https://digiday.com/marketing/digiday-research-data-pack-state-programmatic-media-buying/
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/325225/agency-client-trust-levels-hit-a-new-low.html
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/331895/blockchain-most-overrated-transparency-most-i.html?edition=112828
https://integralads.com/industrypulse/
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Following a 2016 Association of National Advertisers (ANA) report that

found kickbacks and other nontransparent business practices to be

pervasive in the digital ad world, brands placed more emphasis on

auditing their agencies. While media audits skyrocketed in the ensuing

years, some agencies pushed back against the practice. Auditors have

also been criticized for having flawed methodologies, while agencies

have been accused of gaming the data that auditors examine.  

But agencies should embrace audits because they facilitate

transparency, which brand clients demand more of, said Ali Plonchak,

managing director of digital strategy and integration at ad agency

Crossmedia. She also noted that competition from consultancies is

driving agencies to pivot their conversations with clients from

commoditized buying to strategy.

Why do many agencies dislike audits?

Agencies don't want to have an audit if they have business practices

that would showcase things that don't allow them to be a neutral agent

for their client.

https://www.ana.net/content/show/id/pr-media-transparency
https://www.wsj.com/articles/big-marketers-launch-audits-of-their-ad-buyers-1474567320
https://adage.com/article/cmo-strategy/mckinsey-change-years-rebate-uproar/313320
https://adage.com/article/agency-news/fox/308876
https://digiday.com/marketing/advertisers-seek-auditing-alternatives/
https://digiday.com/marketing/confessions-media-agency-auditor-agencies-often-manipulate-numbers/
https://xmedia.com/
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So what is the incentive for an ad agency to agree to an

audit?

The incentive is that in the long term, we don’t want to just

commoditize the business to the transaction of media. There is value in

strategic thinking and how the media works to drive outcomes. It’s

important that agencies have the ability to fulfill that value.

Do you worry about conflicting interests when the consulting

firms doing the audits are also trying to win over agencies’

clients?

If you have an entity auditing your results, and that entity also buys

media themselves, there are conflicts of interest. It depends on who is

doing the audit. I do think, in general, that consultancies are doing a

good thing in this industry.

The consultancies entering this space are reframing the conversations

to be less about buying and more about strategic thinking, operating

systems and outcomes. They are also reframing those conversations

with clients. They've done a good job reintroducing some

conversations and some services that should be happening on the

agency side. That is ultimately what is going to be of value.

But doesn’t competition from consultancies create new

challenges for agencies?

The challenge will be for agencies to pick up services in a way that

they're properly compensated.

http://www.adnews.com.au/news/media-agency-leaders-accenture-can-t-be-auditor-and-media-buyer

